
Highest common factor

Highest common factor

Date:                        Sit down with a 
pen and paper.



Highest common factor: the highest number that 
multiplies into two or more 
numbers.

What is the HCF of 24 and 36?Examples: 

List the factors of both numbers.

24: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24

36: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 36

Common factors: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 ,12 HCF: 12

Literacy



Questions

List all the factors of 32.

List all the factors of 20.

What is the highest common factor?

1

2

3

4

List all the common factors.

What is the highest common factor of 320 and 200?5



Answers

List all the factors of 32.

List all the factors of 20.

What is the highest common factor?

1

2

3

4

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32

List all the common factors.

1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20

1, 2, 4

4

What is the highest common factor of 320 and 200?5

40



Questions

List all the factors of 60.

List all the factors of 48.

What is the highest common factor?

1

2

3

4

List all the common factors.

What is the highest common factor of 480 and 600?5



Answers

List all the factors of 60.

List all the factors of 48.

What is the highest common factor?

1

2

3

4

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 60

List all the common factors.

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 48

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

12

What is the highest common factor of 480 and 600?5

120



Choose

Numbers

Numbers and algebra

or



Test your understanding

What is the HCF of 10 and 15? 

What is the HCF of 8 and 12?

What is the HCF of 100 and 30?

What is the HCF of 80 and 120?

1

2

3

4

5

7

What is the HCF of 10, 20 and 25?

What is the HCF of 18 and 9?

What is the HCF of 22 and 25 6



Answers

What is the HCF of 10 and 15? 

What is the HCF of 8 and 12?

What is the HCF of 100 and 30?

What is the HCF of 80 and 120?

1

2

3

4

5

7

What is the HCF of 10, 20 and 25?

5

What is the HCF of 18 and 9?

4

9

10

5

See Q2, 40

What is the HCF of 22 and 25 6 1



Test your understanding

What is the HCF of 54 and 72? 

What is the HCF of 66 and 96?

What is the HCF of 24𝑎3𝑏𝑐2 and 8𝑎2𝑏2𝑐

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

1

2

3

4

5

7

What is the HCF of 9, 36 and 54

What is the HCF of 3𝑥2𝑦 and 7𝑥𝑦2

Can the HCF of two odd numbers be even?6



Answers

What is the HCF of 54 and 72? 

What is the HCF of 66 and 96?

What is the HCF of 24𝑎3𝑏𝑐2 and 8𝑎2𝑏2𝑐

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

1

2

3

4

5

7

What is the HCF of 9, 36 and 54

18

What is the HCF of 3𝑥2𝑦 and 7𝑥𝑦2

6

𝑥𝑦

8𝑎2𝑏𝑐

18

No

Can the HCF of two odd numbers be even?6

Even  X  ____ =  Even Odd numbers have odd factors.

No

Proof – Note, this gets very tricky!



Proof

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

Click                to scroll through the proof.

You can always go               a step.

This will be tricky so good luck! 

We will now look at a proof for the following question.

Each slide is the building block for the next. 

Are you able to get to the conclusion?



Proof

Any even number can be arranged in to two columns as 2 is a factor

Lets think of it as a block so it can represent any even number.



Proof

Any odd number is an even number plus 1.

Lets think of it as any even number plus 1.



Proof

Even + Even = Even

+ =

Odd + Odd = Even

+ =



Proof
Multiplication is repeat addition

6 x 2 = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2

Even x Even = Even

=

If you are doing repeat 
addition of an even 
quantity, again they can be 
arranged in columns.



Proof
Multiplication is repeat addition

5 x 2 = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2

Odd x Even = Even

=



Proof
Multiplication is repeat addition

5 x 3 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3

Odd x Odd = Odd

=

An even number of odds 
pair up to make an even

Even plus the extra odd 
that didn’t pair.



Proof
Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

Two even numbers



Proof
Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

Two even numbers

CF (𝒙) 

Lets say a common factor is 
odd. Lets call is 𝒙.



Proof
Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

Two even numbers

CF (𝒙) 

The CF will have to be multiplied by an 
even number in both cases to get to 
the even answers

X Even

X Even



Proof
Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

Two even numbers

CF (𝒙) 
X Evena

X Evenb

Evenc

Evend



Proof
Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

Two even numbers

CF (𝒙) 
X Evena

X Evenb

Evenc

Evend

The a, b, c and d are just to highlight the 
different even numbers we are working with.



Visual

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

𝒙 x Evena = Evenc

𝒙 x Evenb = Evend

We can write it like this,



Visual

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

𝒙 x Evena = Evenc

𝒙 x Evenb = Evend

We can break up these even numbers.

Any even number can be written as 2 x ____.

Lets call those other numbers 𝒂 and 𝒃.



Visual

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

𝒙 x 2 x 𝒂 = Evenc

𝒙 x 2 x 𝒃 = Evend



Visual

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

2𝒙 x 𝒂 = Evenc

2𝒙 x 𝒃 = Evend



Visual

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

2𝒙 x 𝒂 = Evenc

2𝒙 x 𝒃 = Evend

2𝒙 can be multiplied into both Evenc and  Evend

It is a common factor and is bigger than 𝒙.



Visual

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

Conclusion

If two even numbers have an odd common factor, there will 
always be a common factor double the size, which will be even. 

Can the HCF of two even numbers be an odd number?

No



End of the lesson

Well done for completing the lesson.

Reflections


